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Main Properties 

Neutrinos are important because they have 
l k d i i l i ionly weak and gravitational interactions: 

thus they allow precise  studies
They provided first evidence for physics 
beyond the standard modely
There are expectations that they have 
important consequences to be investigatedimportant consequences to be investigated



Neutrinos have small  mass differences.

The small masses suggest a higher mass scale;The small masses suggest a higher mass scale; 
a popular realization is the see-saw mechanism.
The structure of the mixing matrix impies a The structure of the mixing matrix impies a 
symmetry that is broken       

1) if Global :  Goldstone bosons           
2) if L l dditi l Hi ti l2) if Local   :  additional Higgs particles.

To answer many of these questions we needTo answer many of these questions we need 
precise knowledge of their properties that 
depend on their interactions with other 
particles: cross sections and decay ratesparticles: cross sections and decay rates.



IMPLICATIONS for COSMOLOGYIMPLICATIONS for COSMOLOGY

A very attractive scenario is the 
generation of the Baryongeneration of the Baryon 
Asymmetry through a Lepton 
Asymmetry : LEPTOGENESISAsymmetry : LEPTOGENESIS            
I will describe this in several  steps.



Anatomy of cross sections

Neutrino Hadron Scattering (asymptoticNeutrino Hadron Scattering (asymptotic   
values) :
σ(coh π) = (1 0 to 3 0)x10-40 cm2σ(coh,π) = (1.0 to 3.0)x10 cm
σquasi elast. = 0.50x10-38 cm2

σ (Δ) = 0 60 x10-38 cm2σ (Δ)      = 0.60 x10 38 cm2

σdi = 0 65x10-38 E (Gev) cm2σdis = 0.65x10 Eν (Gev) cm
for Eν= 10 GeV  : 6.5x10-38 cm2













For the delta excitation                         
two vector form factors (magnetic ( g
dipole dominance)                            
and one axial are sufficient.















Coherent pion productionCoherent pion production 
(Gounaris,Kartavtsev, EAP; Schalla)
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Condition

For its validity it must satisfy theFor its validity it must satisfy the 
condition                                            

{Q^2/Μ}ν >> {Q^2/Μ}
ν =  {Q^2/Μ} * ξ                    

The region ξ > 1.0 covers practically 
the entire cross section









Improvements
Two changes from older works by 
Adler and by Rein SehgalAdler and by Rein, Sehgal
(1) modifies Q^2-dependence and 

ll toverall rate. 
(2) for its validity it must satisfy  
conditions for validity of PCAC              
ν >> ξ^2 * {Q^2/Μ}; figure shows g
that the condition is satisfied even 
for xi=1.0



Relevance for Leptogenesis
Th id f t iThe evidence for neutrino masses 
makes leptogenesis a favoured 
mechanism to explain the baryonmechanism to explain the baryon 
asymmetry.
Th t i thThere are new terms in the 
Lagrangian

which produce the diagrams :







Two solutionsTwo solutions

1) Solution in a uniform density of 
energy and particles ---> a constant gy p
change of the density 

2) Solution with density fluctuations-
--> the higher density regions are>    the higher density regions are    
enhanced









Solution in a uniform Universe

With   K=<Γ>/H



When the temperature reaches an 
energy equal to the rest mass of the 
li ht M j t i thi ti llight Majorana neutrino, this particle 
is non-relativistic and in addition it 
decouples, i.e. it just decays.decouples, i.e. it just decays.  

The time development in the 
various regions depends on the 

ti d d d itireaction and decay densities.    
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Conclusions

1)In regions of higher densities the
lepton asymmetry is enhancedlepton asymmetry is enhanced.
We must study its time development

2)Neutrino interactions are better 
understood and they should lead to:understood and they should lead to:
i)relations among the couplings,
ii) determination of their propertiesii) determination of their properties 
(masses, mixings,....)


